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ABSTRACT

This project dissertation report was entitled Applying GIS Concept in Creating Info

Kiosk: Medical Centre, The system should be implemented as a server side client

method. It consists of graphical representation of informative and knowledge about

medical centerallocated aroundMalaccathat coveredalmost major area around the state.

The system concludes some of the basic point or base station for mobile interaction

among wireless connection throughout three different coverage areas. They're also some

useful query for finding the best route and few other queries in term of medical

information and allocation of places regard to map that was illustrated. This system will

help people to make their life become easier in doing their routine job. The system helps

people by using devices to guide them to find the way to the location or destination that

they want to go. It will be control by the central system that remotely to the mapdatabase

server and required the combination of various kind of technology like the integrated

wireless LAN system, geographical information system (GIS), and satellite positioning

technology. The system will respond to instructions verbally so that the people can be

easily finding his/her way to the hospital. It keeps track of the user location while giving

directions to a destination and may even warn the user against veering off a sidewalk or

stepping into a road.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Applying GIS Concept increating info kiosk: medical centre is a web based system

that help people easier to find the nearest hospital when they have health problem or an

emergency. These systems required the combination ofvarious kinds ofsystem technology

like the integrated wireless LAN system, geographical information system (GIS) and

Telemedicine. This system assist people by allowing a central system toguide the user to

find the nearest hospital ormedical centre by provide them with latest information on verbal

instruction. These systems help people to find the best, shortest and safer routes togo to the

nearest hospital or medical centre.

These systems control by the central system that remotely to the map database server.

The system responds to instructions verbally so that the people can be easily finding his/her

way to the hospital. Itkeeps track ofthe user location while giving directions to a destination

and may even warn the user against veering offa sidewalk orstepping into a road and so on.

These systems also provide the detail instruction that able toguide the people onevery step

they make from their starting point totheir destination (Hospital). These system able to

detect the location beside find all the information about the routes that are using by the

people to find the nearest hospital or medical centre.

Inthese systems the GIS act as the intelligent map which contain entities and

attributes that provide the central system with latest information like finding the nearest

location and the types ofpublic transports, finding geographical location for the hospital or

medical centre, analyzed the routes whether it safe ornot for the user to use it, finding the
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current traffic condition and measure the distance from thestand point to the hospital

locations. The wireless LAN system had been integrated with the GIS and act as aplatform

for the people to communicate with the central system in their way to find the hospital or

medical centre.

1.1 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

The objective ofApplying GIS Concept in creating info kiosk: Medical Centre :
i. to help and guide people to the nearest hospital or medical centre when they having

health problem or emergency,

ii. to provides people with information including specify types and location ofnearest
public transport, analyze geographical for location, observe the traffic condition and
analyze the distance ofthe hospital or medical centre from the stand point ,those
people will get the latest information by using the system and can easily response

through the wireless verbal instruction from the central systems,

iii. to expose the targeted people with knowledge and latest technology toward the better
lifestyle sothat they will not left far behind from the normal person.

Scope of Study

• Project Risks

Determination and ensured that the "Applying GIS Concept In Creating Info Kiosk:

Medical Centre System" for Telemedicine has a commercial and market value by
researching the telemedicine industry and the medical based organizations who are
intending to increase their efficiency in providing better customer services. There are

several project risks become conscious as follows.

i. The similarity of the system function that will be done by other software

developer.

There are a lot of system developers and programmers works in this country.

Usually there are a few systems that offering the same function for the
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customers/users. The differentiation of the system is maybe on how the

system providers promote the system and the special features that offered by

the system. To manage this risk, an efficient marketing strategy and targeted

customers/user must be list out to ensure the commercialization of the system

done successfully. Other than that, by using of the latest technology to build

thesystem also can help to bring thesystem to themarket place.

ii Codingplagiarism

Plagiarism is the act of appropriating the literary composition of another, or

parts, or passages of his or her writing of ideas, or the language of the same,

and passing them off as the product of one's own mind. In this case, the

program coding plagiarism is a risk that must be faced by the programmer

when the system was hacked by the hackers. For this kind of risk, a

complicated and hard security development must be applied to the system so

the risk of the system to be hacked will decrease.

iii. System hacked

The risk of the system will be hacked by the hackers is depends on the

security that offered by the systems. Once the system has been hacked, all the

databases, system functionality and system coding will be spread out among

the system developers. The risk management on coding plagiarism also

applied to this systemhackedrisk.
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1.1.1 Deliverables

1. Admin module

2. User module

Table 1: Deliverable

An organized and computerized module to keep track of the records

that is very essential to the staff. This module allows staffs to

analyze and keep track of the entire medical centre that is situated

around the specific area. Staff also can record new existing medical

centre in the databases easily, and view the existing record. This

module also allows the staffs to use the spatial data or attribute data

that is available. The staff does not need to waste time to duplicate

the job.

User here is all people because the systemis develop to help find the

nearest medical centre by usingwireless communication suchas hand

phone. Users just have to call the operator, give the exact location at

the moment and wait for reply from the operator.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

• Hard to find the way to medical centre duringemergency.

• Information was limited to spreadsheets.

• Geography matters.
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1.3 SOLUTION

The system describing the important ofmapping and allocating the suitable location

for person to know and to get to their destination fast and easy. From the problem statement

before we should know now, why and how important for us tobuild such kind of system to

provide helps mostly targeted to all level ofpeople scoping around Malacca area only. Thus,

it would guide them tothe location ofmedical center that situated around Malacca area by

using mobile preference andoperator services.

1.4 SOLUTION TO PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.4.1 Direct And Locate People

The system consists of web-based GIS application services where it would

provide better and easy to use map allocating site for only medical center situated

inside Malacca area. The attribute such as direction and location ofeach places are

allocated using Geographical Information System (GIS) with thehelp of software such

as ArcView to manipulate theexisting physical mapinto digital scanned map. The use

ofGIS is not new to the worldand also been use by several state government inside

Malaysia. So, bypurposing thegood allocating location of medical center, it would

make it easy for the user to go to the destination places justonly by referring tomobile

connection integrated with Web-based GIS application. Nevertheless, the system

provides online direction driven that notifies user status ofpredefined travel route. This

servicecould be a helpfulsystemto traveleror user that needs to know in advance of

committing to particular route.
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1.4.2 AssumptionOf Direction And Conditionto LocateMedical Centre

Mostof the medical centers are situated in specific location andas we know it is

hardfordisabilities people to allocate thiskind of places using non-mobile application.

So, thealternative way is to use mobile device to connect them to service operator via

wireless LAN. From the system it would help to display thepossible assumption in

termof the nearest health carecenterto the allocated request user. In spite of that,the

system could display the possible distance between the nearest medical centers to

request user. It should also provide some suggestion onhow the user could get to their

requested destination via any particular public transport such as bus and taxi orwith

their own transportation.

1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT

Web-based application system is indeed anasset for a vast developing eraof ICT,

whereas the desire ofmanaging information transactions by means of computerized system

over the network is gliding.

GIS is computer software thatlinks geographic information (where things are) with

descriptive information (what things are). Unlike a flat paper map, where "what you see is

what you get," a GIScan present many layers of different information. To use a papermap,

allpeople do isunfolding it. The cities are represented by little dots orcircles, the roads by

blacklines, themountain peaks by tiny triangles, and the lakes by small blueareassimilar to

the real lakes. [J3]

Adigital map is not much more difficult to use than a paper map. Asonthepaper

map, there are dots or points that represent features onthemap such ascities, lines that

represent features such as roads, andsmall areas that represent features such as lakes.
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All this information where the point islocated, how long the road is, and even how

many square miles alake occupies—is stored as layers in digital format as apattern ofones
and zeros in a computer.[J3]

Think ofthis geographic data as layers ofinformation underneath the computer

screen. Each layer represents aparticular theme or feature ofthe map. One theme could be
made up ofall the roads in an area. Another theme could represent all the lakes in the same
area. Yetanother couldrepresent all the cities.

These themes can be laid on top ofone another, creating astack ofinformation about

the same geographic area. Each layer can be turned offand on, as ifthe user were peeling a
layer off the stack or placing it back on. The user can control the amount of information
about an area that they want to see, atany time, on any specific map.

1.6 PROJECT SCOPE

The system purposely develops to enhance the finding oflocation among users

revolution from traditional allocation todigitize and web-base solution. From the finding and

discussion, the system should be narrowed down to some specific scope and boundary. Some

of the suggestions to thisparticular matter are:

• Provide services to anymobile connection

• Provide easy and understandable digital map using GIS application

•Provide simple allocation ofmedical center situated around Malacca area

• Provide detail and additional function such as map printing as it build using

web-based methodology

From all above suggestion, here is an explanation one ofthe core function ofthe
system that providing services from mobile connection. Thus, it could hopefully be some sort
ofassistant to the target user such the disabilities person to use the concept ofGIS to help
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themallocate nearest medical centerwiththe mosteasyandprecise waythrough the used of

mobile/ WLANconnection within the stipulated areas.
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH

2.0 GEOGRAPHY MATTERS

Atransformation is taking place. Businesses and government, schools and hospitals,

nonprofit organizations, and others are taking advantage ofit. All around the world, people
are working more efficiently because ofit. Information that was limited to spreadsheets and

databases isbeing unleashed ina new, exciting way all-using geography.

This isnot theelementary school's geography. This is using geography, or location

ofinformation, to gain new insights and make better, more informed decisions. Linking

location toinformation isa process that applies tomany aspects ofdecision-making in

business and thecommunity. Choosing a site, targeting a market segment, planning a

distribution network, zoning a neighborhood, allocating resources, and responding to

emergencies all these problems involve questions ofgeography. For anyone trying to

evaluate information, the best way to view it ison a map. Not just any map intelligent digital

maps made possible by geographic information system (GIS) technology. Everyone,

including people who have never used maps to analyze data, is finding that maps make

processing information much easierand

more effective.[J5]
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2.1 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ITS HISTORY

A GIS-Geographic Information System is an information technology which

collects, stores, analyses, retrieves at will, transforms and displays spatial data from

the real world for a particular set of purposes. It is actually a technology and is not

necessarily limited to the confines of a single, well-defined software system. It is a

special case of information system where the database consists of observation on

spatially distributed features, activities ofevents. Data inputs into GIS that available

are paper maps, remote sensing images, ground survey and such data are very costly.

Use ofGIS provides sufficient capability toanalyze data and provide better and easier

interpretation tounderstand flood phenomena and characteristics. [S6]

Geographic Information Systems or known as GIS are computer application

for mapping/geospatial and analyze something that exists around us. GIS technology

combine normal database operation such as 'query' and statistical analysis with some

unique images such as maps. With this technology, planning and forecasting of

development will be representing in simulation/geospatial. GIS is capable in map

creation, data/information manipulation, latest scenario viewing, complex problem

solving and other effective useful solutions, that cannot bedone with other tools.

A GIS references real-world spatial data elements also known as graphic or

features data elements to coordinates system. Examples of spatial data features are

latitude, longitude, and state plane, which refer to particular plane on earth. These

features can be separated into different layers like maps themes or coverage.

Descriptive attributes in tabular form are associated with spatial features. These

attributes information is placed in a database separate from the graphics but is linkto

them. Spatial data and descriptive attributes in the same coordinate system can be

layered together for mapping and analysis. GIS lets user to search attribute data and

relate it to spatial data. Therefore, GIS can combine geographic and other types of

10
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data to generate maps and report, enabling users to collect, manage, and interpret
locationbased information in a systematic way.

Ina constricted sense, a GIS consists ofa system for data input invector form,

in raster form and in alphanumeric form, a CPU containing the programs for data
processing, data storage and data analysis and of facilities for visualization and hard
copy output of the data. The manipulation of data, which are managed by
administration, is for purposes ofdata inventory, data analysis and the presentation
for administrative support or for decision support. Next figure gives more clear view

about GIS concept.

Raster data

(scanned
maps)

Raster data

(imaees^

Alphanumeric
data

Data

Input

Data Analysis

Hardware/software

system

Data storage

(database)

Application

Planning

Data

Output

Monitoring

I
Implementation

ofPlanning

Figure 1: Concept of GIS

(source :Michael N. Demers. Fundamentals ofGeographic Information System,

Second Edition, John Wiley & Sons, Incr 2000)

11
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2.1.1 GIS Data Elements

Single geospatial data can bedescribed as Figure 2 below:

Semantic

Attribute

Objectcanbe
described

Geometric

Attribute

Figure 2: Basic Data Structure for GIS

Data element Geographic data can beclassified into 2 main

Classes there are spatial data and attribute data. The two most popular types ofspatial

dataare raster andvector, Raster references spatial data according to a gridof cells or

pixels, whereas vector data references spatial data to a series of coordinates. Raster

dataconsist of different numerical value assigned to individual pixels. Raster dataare

more suitable for representing features without discrete boundaries such as forest

cover type and precipitation. Vector data, on the other hand, consist of points, lines,

or polygons(areas). These features are recorded in series of coordinates. Denoting a

point requires assigning one coordinate pairs. Vector data are more suitable for

features that have discrete boundaries such as roads and houses.

Attributes data are descriptions, measurements and/or classifications of the

geographic features. Attribute data can be classified into 4 levels of measurement;

nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. The nominal level is the lowest level of

measurement in which the data can only be distinguished qualitatively, such as

12
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vegetation type or soil type. Data atthe ordinal level can be ranked into 4 hierarchies,

but such differentiation does not show any magnitude of difference. Example of this

ordinal data includes stream order and city hierarchies. The interval level of

measurement indicates the distance between the ranks of measured elements, but a

starting point is arbitrarily assigned. The best example of interval measurement is

Celsius temperature, in which 0 degrees Celsius are an arbitrarily value, and 20

degrees Celsius is not twice as hot as 10 degree Celsius. A ratio measurement, the
highest level of measurements, includes an absolute starting point. Data of this

category include property values and distances,[SI]

Time can also be considered as a data element, since geographic information

often changes over time. For instance, a river course may wander over time, or river

dimensions may undergo sudden changes due to floods, living pattern of a certain

kind ofwildlife may change, and land use may change due to agricultural to industrial

use.

13
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2.1.2 GIS Subsystem

Mainly there are 4 subsystems ofGIS. Next figure explains on the connection

of the subsystem and its functions.

GIS

USER

VARIOUS DATA

SOURCES

VARIOUS DATA

FORMATS

Figure 3: Model of GIS Subsystem

(source: MichaelN. Demers. Fundamentals ofGeosraphicInformation System.

14
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1. Data acquisition

• Define entryand preliminary processing data

• Digitizer,scanner, surveyequipment, etc.

2. Data Management

• Control existence, update, recall and deletion of data

• Database management system

3. Analysis ofdata

• Generation of information from data achieves

• Spatial data analysis

• Value of GIS depends onthe analytical functions it provides

4. Information Output

• Generated information conveyed to the user

• Information managed by computers can beplotted, printed orexported into other

systems.

2.1.3 Collection Of Geographic Data

There are a few different approaches in obtaining and inserting data around

GIS environmental. One of the common ways to collect spatial geographic data is to

perform a physical survey. This includes land, under water, and underground features

of the earth.

The approaches such as:

• Aerial photography

Aerial photography/remote sensing is where aerial photographs taken from

aircraft. Then these data are measured and interpreted. It is analogous to

remote sensing where the data interpreted for physical features and

attributes.[l]

15
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• Censuses

Censuses is a method conducted by the U.S Census Bureau to gather a variety

ofdemographic data such as population, age, sex, ratio, race composition and

employment rates.fl]

• Statistics

Statistics is where mathematical methods are involved to collect and analyze

data. The technique such as collection and study of data at different time

intervals and at a fixed location and these include information for yearbooks.

Examples are weather stations, water reports, etc. This information usually

related tospatial data and thus incorporated into a GIS.fl]

• Tracking

In tracking is a process whereby collecting attribute data on changes that

occur at thelocation over time period. Example is monitoring thechange ofan

ecosystem and real-time monitoring like moving objects such asvehicles. [1]

2.1.4 GIS Components

Five key components of GIS:

• Hardware: Hardware is the computer on which a GIS operates. There

are consisting of computers, computer configuration/network, input devices,

printers and storage system. It also can be stand-alone or network

configuration.

Software: GIS-related software includes GIS program and special application

packaged, such as digital terrain modeling and network analysis. The main

difference between GIS software programs and desktop mapping programs is

the ability of GIS programs to perform spatial analysis. Key software

16
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components are tools for input and manipulation ofgeographic information,
database management system (DBMS) to support geographic query, analysis
and visualization and graphic user interface (GUI) for easy access to tools.

Human Resources: Used to operate GIS include operational staffs, technical

professional staffs and management personnel.

Data: Most common component of GIS is the data. Geographic data and

related tabular data can becollected in-house orpurchased from a commercial

data provider. AGIS will integrate spatial data with other resources and even
a DBMS, used by most organizations to organize and maintain their data to

manage spatial data

Methods: A successful GIS operates according to a well-designed plan and

business rules, which are the models and operating practices unique to each

organization.

17
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Pbotogrammetry

1*

Digital
data

Remote Sensing

Maps and
Plans

#vv

Paper
files

survey

Figure 4 :GIS Data Sources (source : http://wireless.fcc.gov/geographic/)

2.1.5 GIS Application

Generalized and specialized GIS systems have been designed for a variety of

purposes as below:

• For environmental management and conversation

• For defense and intelligence purposes

• For governmental administration

• For resource management in agriculture andforestry

• For geophysical exploration

• For cadastral management

• For telecommunications

18
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• For utility management

• For business application

• For construction projects

2.1.6 GIS Benefits

By using GIS, there is an advantage in several ways such improves and enhances the
effect and studies ofphysical and environmental growth. Italso helps in management

of resources and adds new valuesto services, such as:

• Perform analysis onspatial and non spatial components

• Fast recall of data

• Ability for complex analysis

• Recalling ofnon spatial data through object location

• Display ofinformation ina different light/view

• Multiple scenarios in planning can be performed easily.

2.1.7 The Future OfGIS

Many disciplines can benefit from GIS technique. An active GIS market has
resulted in lower costs and continual improvements in the hardware and software

components of GIS. These developments will, in turn, result in a much wider
application ofthe technology throughout government, business and industry. [S2]

Maps have traditionally been used to explore the Earth and to exploit its

resources. GIS technology, as an expansion ofcartographic science, has enhanced the

efficiency and analytic power of traditional mapping. Now, as the scientist
community recognizes the environmental consequences of human activity, GIS
technology is becoming as essential tool in the effort to understand the process of
global change. Various map and satellite information sources can be combined in
modes that simulate the interactions of complex natural systems. [S2]

—— ' ~19
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Through a function known as visualization, a GIS can be used to produce

images, not just maps, but drawings, animations, and other cartographic products.

These images allow researches to vies their subjects in way that literally never been

seen before. The images often are equally helpful and conveying the technical

conceptsofGIS study subjects to non-scientist.

The condition of the Earth's surface, atmosphere, and the subsurface can be

examined by feeding satellite data into a GIS. GIS technology gives researches the

ability to examine the variations in Earthprocesses over days, months, and years. For

example, the changes in vegetation vigorthrough the growing season can be animated

to determine when drought was most extensive in a particular region. The resulting

graphic, known as a normalized vegetationindex, represents a roughmeasureofplant

health. Working withtwo variables overtime will allowresearchers to detectregional

differences in the lag betweena decline in rainfall and its effect on vegetation.

Based on the analyses had been made, possible both by GIS technology and

by the availability of digital data on regional and global scales. The Advanced Very

High ResolutionRadiometer or AVHRR produces the satellite sensor output used to

generate the vegetation graphic. This sensor system detects the amount of energy

reflected from the Earth's surface across various bands of the spectrum for the

surfaces areas of about 1 square kilometer. The satellite sensor produces images of a

particular location on the Earth twice a day. AVHRR is only one of many sensor

systems used for Earth surface analysis. More sensors will follow, generating ever

greater amounts ofdata.fl]

GIS related technology will help greatly in the management and analysis of

these large volumes ofdata, allowing for better understanding ofterrestrial

processes and better management of human activities to maintain world economic

vitality and environmental quality.

20
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2.1.8 The Malacca GIS

The Computerized Planmng Information System was developed by the Malacca City

ofCouncil in1994 and upgraded in 1996. This system is being maintained by the Town

Planning Department with the assistance ofthe IT Management Division ofMalacca City
Council. The objective ofthis system istoconvert all land-related information including

building and planning information within the Council Administrative area, into amore

efficient and integrated digital format, in line with the national objective ofrealizing an

'electronic government'. [S9]

A statewide network will provide the system with linkages toall other government

department and agencies through which basic data will be shared across the network to
facilitate efficient decision-making as well asfor taxation and licensing purposes. The map

for theentire health care unit inMalacca and map ofMalacca town getit from Computerized

Planning Information System which is being maintained by the Town Planning Department

with theassistance of the ITManagement Division ofMalacca City Council. [S9]

21
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3.0 IMPAIRED PEOPLE

CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

Visually impaired people do not constitute a homogeneous group. Varying degrees of

central vision, peripheral vision, light perception and color perception occur. Many visual

impairments have specific effects on the individual and cause a variety of limitations on

activities (Machell, 1996).

Visual impairments are also unlikely to be stable, particularly for partially sighted

people. Visual impairment is affected by print size, media, color ratios, lighting and by the
nature and degree ofthe visual impairment. This means that a wide range ofassistive aids are

required and different visual impairments may require specific media. Access to and ease of
use ofa specific medium, for example Web pages, are often determined by document length,

design and structure. For discussions concerning current enabling technology, see Carey

(1997), Douglas & Lau (1997), Murnion (1996a; 1996b) and Vanderheiden & Chisholm

(1998).

The most recent survey of blind and partially sighted adults in the UK was conducted

in 1991 (Bruce, McKennell & Walker, 1991). This survey concluded that 1.1 million people

were eligible to be registered as visually impaired, but that 1.7 million people found it

difficult to read standard print. Anearlier survey (Martin, Meltzer & Elliot, 1988) estimated

that there were almost two million people in the UK with visual impairments. The number of

people who actually experience problems due to visual impairments is generally accepted to

be much greater than the official figures. Demographic analysis (Machell, 1996) suggests

that the number ofvisually impaired people will continue to rise, as66% ofthose registered
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as blind or partially sighted are over 75 and this is the fastest growing section of the

population.

Wendy (1996) suggests that there are between 10,000 - 20,000 blind and partially
sighted adults in the UK who could access the Web. This number could rise dramatically
when the Internet becomes accessible via the medium of digital television, as approximately

90% ofblind and partially sighted people 'watch' television. Wendy states that 60% ofblind
and partially sighted people claim that television 'is one of their most important sources of

information'(1996: 28).

Increasingly, equality legislation and standards are beginning to have art impact. The
Disability Discrimination Act (1995) came into force in the UK in December 1996. The Act
makes it mandatory for 'people and/or organizations providing goods, services and facilities

to the public, whether paid for or tree' to facilitate access by disabled people, including the
blind and partially sighted, to these goods, services and facilities (Disability Policy Division,

1997: 48).

The Act is important as it provides a right of access to goods and services and

prohibits discrimination (Wendy, 1996). The Act's code of conduct stipulates that from
October 1999 information and service providers must provide an equal right of access to

goods and services including access to, and use of, information and communications services
such as the Web. This is to be achieved by providing auxiliary aids and services to make

electronic Web-based information and services accessible to blind and partially sighted

people in an accessible anduseful form.

TheUnitedNation's 'StandardRulesfor the Equalisation of Opportunities for

Disabled People,' adopted in 1993, is a further important statement onthis issue. These

advocate that members of the UnitedNations 'increase the opportunities for people with

disabilities toenjoy active participation insociety' (Wendy, 1996: 8). Rule 5(b) isof

particular significance as itstates that information should be accessible to people with
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disabilities; appropriate technologies should be used to provide access to written information
and documentation for visually impaired people; ail electronic information and/or service

systems available to the public should be made accessible from conception, or be subjected
to the relevant adaptations to enable the information and/or service systems to be available to

disabled people.

3.1 INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT

Users should have access to Web-based resources through integrated, rather

than isolated development, as this is the best method of exploiting the value of

networked resources. This would be beneficial for all as text-only equivalent pages,

for example, would help search engines index resources more effectively and allow

all Web users to access the Web from the new generation of technology such as

mobile phones and pocket computers. Integrated development is particularly

necessary for assistive technology if it is to become more widely used. The inclusive

nature of this development means that all sections of society might be engaged and

plugged into the Information Society. Guidelines explaining how designers can make
their Web pages more accessible to visually impaired users also need to be supported

and actively promoted by government and industry. [J4]

3.2 INTELLIGENT GIS

Historically, humans have learned to express knowledge and share it through many

abstract forms. Abstractions, such astext, hieroglyphics, language, mathematics, music and

art, drawings, images, and maps, are used to record and communicate the culture and

civilizationfrom generation to generation.

Geography has traditionally provided an important framework and a language for

organizing and communicating key concepts about our world. GIS provides a comparatively
new mechanism for capturing geographic knowledge in five basic elements. There are maps

and globes, geographic data sets, work flow models, data models, and metadata.
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These five elements, along with comprehensive GIS software logic, form the building

blocks for assembling intelligent geographic information systems. Intelligent GIS makes it

possible to digitally encapsulate geographic knowledge. These elements provide a foundation

for addressing many challenges using GIS (for example, improvements in efficiency,

intelligent and informed decision making, science-based planning, resource accounting,

evaluation, and communication). (An ESRI® White Paper September 2002)
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

4.0 PROCEDURE

4.0.1 Access Via Hand Phone

Alocation service, isone type ofservice orapplication that evolve the GIS capabilities,

wireless LAN system and information processing toend user via hand phone. User can

contact the operator to get all ofthe information regarding location ofthe hospital or medical

centre, which provides geographical information related to the location. The operator will act

as reference or asa medium for theblind people to gettheinformation.
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• Dial the Central Number

Users can dial the central number to seek for help from the operator in rinding the

shortestand safer routes, findingthe currenttraffic conditions and the nearest

publictransport to go to the hospital or medicalcentre.

• Talkand Describes to the Operator

Usershave to tell the operatorhis/her locationso that the operator will find the

exact location ofthe user and the nearest hospital or medical centre before the

operator can provide them with the information to follow.

• Waitfor the Operator Instruction

The users have to wait for the operator to check the information given by the

users with the systemto recognize the exact locationofthe peopleand the nearest

hospital or medical centre.

• Follow the OperatorInstructions

Users have to follow the instruction given by the operator to guide them to the

nearest hospital or medicalcentre safely. All the instructions allow the users to

knowthe latest information about the types or the nearest publictransport

location, geographical locationfor the hospital or medicalcentre,the shortest

and safer routes to go to the hospital or medical centre, the current traffic

condition and measure the distance from the stand point to the hospital locations.
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4.1 WATERFALL MODEL

•*• Development

* Maintenance

&oduct
DsitveraUe

Figure 6 : Waterfall Model

(source: http://scitec.uwichilledu.bb/cmp/online/waterfall_modelhtm)
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In order to get a clear pictureof what the title about and looked a like, the author

surfedthrough the Internetand find a few samples that are similarto the system. After

that only startedto designthe layout. Overall, the systemhad been implemented through

Waterfall Model methodaccordingto SystemDevelopments Life Cycle (SDLC).

The model consist of six distinct stages, namely;

1. Requirement analysis phase :

(a) The problem is specifiedalong with the desired service objectives as well

as the goals that want to achieve.

(b) The constraints are identified here.

2. In the specification phase the system specification is produced from the detailed

definitions ofabove. This document should clearly define the product function.

3. In the system and software design phase, the system specifications are translated

into a software representation. The consideration should take place are:

• Data structure

• Software architecture

• Algorithmic detail and

• Interface representations

The hardware requirements are also determined at this stage along with a picture

of the overall system architecture. By the end of this stage, identify the

relationship between the hardware, software and the associated interfaces. Any

faults in the specification should ideally not be passed 'down stream'.

4. In the implementation and testing phase stage the designs are translated into the

software domain

• Detailed documentation from the design phase can significantly reduce

the coding effort.
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• Testing at this stage focuses on making sure that any errors are identified

and that the software meets its required specification.

5. In the integration and system-testing phase all the program units are integrated

and tested to ensure that the complete system meets the software requirements.

After this stage the software is deliveredto the customer.

6. The maintenance phase the usually the longest stage of the software life cycle. In

this phase the software is updated to;

• Meet the changing customer needs

• Adapted to accommodate changes in the external environment

• Correct errors and oversights previously undetected in the testing phases

• Enhancing the efficiency ofthe software

Observe that feed back loops allow for corrections to be incorporated into the model. For

example a problem/update in the design phase requires a revisit to the specifications

phase.

Advantages

• Testing is inherent to everyphaseof the waterfall model

• It is an enforced disciplined approach

• It is documentationdriven whereby documentation is produced at every stage

Disadvantages

The waterfall model is the oldest and the most widely used paradigm.

However, many projects rarely follow its sequential flow due to the inherent problems

associated with its rigid format as mention below:
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• It only incorporates iteration indirectly, thus changes may cause considerable

confusion as the project progresses.

• As the client usually only has a fuzzy idea of exactly what is required from

the software product, this model has difficulty accommodating the natural

uncertainty that exists at the beginning of the project.

• The customer only sees a working version of the product after it has been

coded. This may result in disaster if any undetected problems are precipitated

to this stage.

(source: http://scitec. uwichilledu. bb/cmp/online/cs22l/waterfall modelhtm)
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4.3 PROCESS MODELING

4.3.1 Context Diagram

User Request

User

1.0 Info Reauest

Malacca Medical
Support CenterApplying GIS Concept

In Creating Info Kiosk
System:Medical CentreInfo Report

Figure 8: Context Diagram

For the web-based GIS is focusing only in Malacca by list down all possible

government hospital, government climes, private hospitals and private climes all around

Malacca for the three base station coverage map for the time being. For this, the existing

exchangefor Maxis, Celcomand Digi will be use. When the personcontactedthe

operator,the signal will first go through this exchangebefore reach the healthcare unit.

Then the blind person will receive the information that he/she wants by voice.

There will have the client (patient) and server (operator of the health care unit)

side. The website that have been developed will be used by the health care unit. So that,

when the blind person tell the operator in charge where the exact location he/she is at, the

operator will give the direction to the blind person where the nearest hospital or clinic

that he/she can go.
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4.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) Level 0

User Access

1.0 1

Info Request ^Receive and Transform
User Request

User Malacca Medical Centre

InfoReport

2.0

Map Preference List

p D1 Preference List M-

Getting List Update List

Figure 9: Data Flow Diagram (DFD) Level 0
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4.3.4 Graph Decision Tree
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4.3.5 Table Design

K1.1 HHDVVML

Userld int

IFACfll

10

ULSCKU'llON

User id

UserName Varchar 10 User name

UserPassword Varchar 10 User password

UserLevel int 10 User level

UserContact Varchar 12 User contact

UserEmail Varchar 30 User email

Table 2: User Table
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KM. . -* iJVffl .'».« ixvcni MM ftUfl')0%

p Mapld int 10 Mapld

MapName Varchar 20 Map name

MapLayer Varchar 10 Map layer

MapSize Varchar 10 Map size

Table 3: Map Table
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fctf-w ,- ** '."»•

Locld Int 10 Location Id

LocName Varchar 25 Location name

LocAddress Varchar 50 Location address

LocDistance Varchar 10 Location distance

Mapld Varchar 10 Mapld

Table 4 : Location Table
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i

HLLD I\Ft 11 Mi JII
' - * • .

DLbUUmOX

p Disid Int 10 Distance ID

DisRoad Varchar 30 Distance road

DisLength Varchar 10 Distance length

DisTraffic Varchar 10 Distance traffic

F Locld Varchar 10 Location ID

Table 5: Distance Table
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KFY MLIJi . !

Srid

ivpr

Int

iingiii

10

}>rs<-Rfnm\

P ShortRoute ID

SrLength Varchar 10 ShortRoute length

SrTrans Varchar 15 ShortRoute transportation

F Disid Varchar 10 Distance ID

Table 6: Short Route Table
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KM

r

HUHWMK

Meld

IYPJ-

Int 10

nt.SCHIN IO\

Medical Id

McName Varchar 25 Medical name

McAddress Varchar 50 Medical address

McContact Varchar 25 Medical contact

F Locld Varchar 10 Location Id

Table 7: Medical Centre Table
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Kh\ FlMUNWl

i
JJ3XU

i
jj.ii

LIAt; HI DlStKUM'MN

-ii • • i
r

BsName Varchar 30 BaseStation name

BsCov Varchar 10 BaseStation coverage

BsStatus Varchar 20 BaseStation status

F Locld Varchar 10 Location id

Table 8: Base Station Table
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KM rlHDWMl IYP*

Int

If M.fH

10

DISC KIP HON

P Portld Portld

PortName Varchar 20 Port Name

PortDistance Varchar 10 Port Distance

F Bsld Varchar 10 Base Id

Table 9: Port Table
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4.4 CONCEPTUAL DATA MODELLING

4.4.1 Business Rule Implemented Inside (ERD)

Business Rule 1: Many users can access 1 map

Business Rule 2: One map containmany location

MEDICAL

BusinessRule 3: Many locationshow onlyone medicalcenter
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4.5 TOOLS

4.5.1 Software Specification

Software Minimum Requirement

OperatingSystem Window XP

Supporting Software Apache 1.3.26 (Server API)

Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004

Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004

Macromedia Flash MX

Macromedia Paint XP

MySQL 3.23.3a(Client API)/

MySQL-Front 2.5/SQLyog 4.03

Scripting Language PHPdev5 / PHPMyAdmin / PHP 4.2.2

JavaScript

Table 10 :Server side

Software Minimum Requirement

Operating System Microsoft Window 98 and above

Supporting Software Internet Explorer 5.5 I Netscape

Communicator 6

Scripting Language Not applicable

Table 11: Client Side
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4.5.2 Software Tools Fundamental

The author has to weigh the pros and cons of the software before choosing the

most suitable development tools to implement theproject. Below, Table 12 andTable

13 are therequirements that need to be considered in order to develop andimplement

the system. It consists bothterms; computer hardware andsoftware.

Hardware Model | Reason ofusage

Processor Intel Pentium 4 or above Compatible and stable

Main Memory 128Megabytes(MB) or above To support the Operating

System and to improve

server's performance

Table 12 : Hardware Requirement

Software Reason of Usage

Microsoft Windows XP Professional Most stable Windows series with

performance and security enhancements

through service pack

Apache 1.3.26-WIN 32 Freeware. The Apache Project is a

collaborative software development effort

aimed at creating a robust, commercial-

grade, feature, and freely-available source

code implementation of an HTTP (Web)

server. It must remain a platform upon

which individuals and institutions can build

reliable systems, both for experimental

purposes and for mission-critical purposes.

PHP 4.2.2-WIN 32 Opensource and highlycompatible with

Apache. It is a good language for building
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MySQL 3.23.39-WIN 32

Table 13: Software Requirement

dynamicweb sites such as the system.

Open source,good performance,

independent storage engines, full-text

indexing andsearching, andmostly used

with PHP. The unique separation ofthe

core server from the storage engine makes

it possibleto run with strict transaction

control. It can be used in a wide range of

platforms, including Microsoft Windows.

Version 4.0 of the server includes a new

query cache, which can significantly

increasethe performance of commonly

issued queries.

Microsoft Windows XP Professional

First of all, the system uses Microsoft Windows XPProfessional as the operating

system. Although it iscostly compared toLinux distribution, it isuser-friendly and is the

most stable Windows series ever with the release of its fist servicepack. Due to the

unpopularity oftheLinux operating systems in thecampus, theauthor decided nottouse it to

avoid system incompatibility in case the system needs to be installed in thecampus.

PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP)
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Since the system is aweb-based system, thus itis developed using aserver-side script
language, that is, PHP (PHP; Hypertext Preprocessor). Choosing PHP because of the
reliability and functionality ofthe software. It is an established server-side scripting language
for creating dynamic Web pages. As a language that has been designed expressly for the
Web, it brings many features such as exceptionally short learning curve, quick development

time and veryhigh performance.

In addition, PHP supports all major platforms (UNIX, Windows and even

mainframes), and features native support for most popular databases. All these factors make
it avery good choice for Web development: non-programmers can also use PHP in
producing usable code within days, Programmers familiar with languages such as C, C++ or
Java frequently find that they can begin programming in PHP within afew hours. Besides,
PHP is open source software, which means itis available free ofcharge. There are also no

costs orrestrictions related todistributing PHP scripts we create, whether the scripts are for

development or commercial use.

One ofthe most important features ofPHP is the ability to work with anumber of

different databases, including MySQL, Oracle and Sybase. PHP pages can beused toaccess

a database andthenmake the information stored in the database available to users whovisit

the Web site. Using databases to store information and PHP code to access the information is
an efficient method ofdisplaying up-to-date information inaWeb site. PHP can also allow

users to manipulate the data in adatabase. For example, aPHP page can be used to add,

delete or edit records in a database depending on a user's request.

Therefore, PHP isa well-established tool with functions allowing rapid application

development. As the software is free ofcharge, the users do not need to pay extra charges for
this software if they utilize the system. In addition, it can connect to and manipulate data with

reduced complexity and also opens the access to a variety ofdata sources. We can also

display results ofoperations and accept user input from the PHP Web site with both bound

and unbound controls.

Apache HTTP Server
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In order to implement PHP, the system use Apache as server for the reason that Apache

can support many Operating Systems such asUNIX, MacOS, and Windows. The advantages

ofApache included the ability to implement the latest protocols, its modular architecture

allows users tobuild a server that is easy to handle. One can control theserver from

command line, which makes remote administration very convenient. A lotof effort has been

put into optimizing the Apache's Ccode for performance. As a result, it runs faster and

consumes less systems resources than many other servers. Apache server andAPI source

code are open topublic. When any bugs are found, they are often quickly communicated, and

rapidly fixed. Updates are made and announced thereafter. This has resulted inApache

becoming more and more stable, and hence reliable, server over thetime.

MySQL Database

An important feature of server-side scripts isthe ability toaccess the database. For

the database, MySQL, which is the most popular Open Source SQL database. Below are

some ofthe explanations ofMySQL and the reasons why the system use this software to

create the database. MySQL isa database management system, which is a database that

structured collection of data, to add,access, andprocess data stored in a computer database, a

database management system such asMySQL Server is needed.

Inaddition, MySQL isa relational database management system. Arelational

database stores datain separate tables rather thanputting all thedata inone bigstoreroom.

This adds speed and flexibility. Defining therelations and combining data from several tables

on request link the tables.

The most important point is MySQL software is Open Source. Open Source means

that it is possible for anyone to use andmodify without paying anything. We can also study

the source code and change it to fit our needs. The MySQL software uses the GPL (GNU

General Public License), to define what user may and may riot do with the software in

different situations.
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TheMySQL database server is very fast, reliable, and easyto use. MySQL Server

was originally developed to handle large databases much faster than existing solutions and

hasbeensuccessfully used inhighly demanding production environments for several years.

Itsconnectivity, speed, and security make MySQL Server highly suited for accessing

databases on the Internet. MySQL database software is a client/server system thatconsists of

a multi-threaded SQL server that supports different back ends, several different client

programs and libraries, administrative tools, and a wide range ofprogramming interfaces

(APIs). Themain reason we selected MySQL database as one of oursoftware tools is

because it isopen source software. Besides, MySQL database is also compatible with PHP

and HTML plus it is user friendly. It provides a perfect feature ofmaintaining both data

accuracy anddata consistency. The software is also widely used andeasily obtained. The

database created inMySQL is a relational one, being the most powerful way to present data.

Oursystem allows user to select search criteria from Web sites andshow datathat matches

their parameters. MySQL can automatically identifyrelationships in unstructured data and

reorganize it into a relational database.
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CHAPTERS

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY

5.1.1 Malacca's Layer Map

This part ofthe system shows how GIS concept was applied through the basis

oftopological overlay, which is aprocess ofmerging overlay and updating the
relational database for each layer from the point to polygon. Topology is a GIS data

that have intelligent connection with other features. People can easily find and trace a

route on a map. Besides that people can easily identify features on each side ofthe

road orbuilding along the way. But computer lack ofthis ability thus, it need special

programming that have these abilities and recognize relationship that human do

intuitively for much faster and better. Here isthe illustration ofhow topology work as

solutionfor geography matters in the system:

5.1.1.1 Point In Polygon
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PointObject is overlain ontoAreaObjects. Each layer will obtain new attributes for point

objects. That is how each layermerger as follow:
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Figure 15: Layer 2
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5.1.2 Attribute Map

Figure 18: Attribute Map

**W
^^S*

Attribute map have been placed with themedical centre allocation and

attributes database driven to allocate nearest medical centre around the three-

coverage area( Alor Gajah,Jasin and Melaka Tengah).

5,1.3 Coverage Map

5.1.3.1 BaseStation

Mobile phone base stations are radio transmitters with antennas

mounted on eitherfree-standing masts or on buildings. Radio signals are fed

through cables to the antennas and then launched as radio waves into the area,

or cell, aroundthe base station. A typical largerbase station installation would

consist of a plantroom containing the electronic equipment as wellas the

mast with the antennas.

Several typesof antennas are usedfor the transmissions; panel-shaped

sector antennas or pole-shaped omni antennas are used to communicate with
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mobile phones. Dish antennas form terminals for point to point microwave

links that communicate with other base stations and link the network together.

Sometimes the base stationsare connected togetherwith buried cables instead

ofmicrowave links. Depending onthe location of the base station andthe

level of mobile phone usage to be handled, base stations may be anything

from only a few hundred meters apart inmajor cities, to several kilometers

apart in the countryside.

As far as concern, through analysis and research the system is useless

if developer fail to takeas above considerations, which arestipulated territory

base stationareas to ensure coveragefor mobile connection in order to make a

call to the healthcare unit. Below are the coverage map that cover three

targeted user locationfor the system :

Figure 19: Alor Gajah Base Station
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Figure 20: Jasin Base Station

Figure 21: Melaka Tengah Base Station
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5.2 TESTING

Critical element in maintaining software quality and assurance is software testing. It

represents the overall review specification on the software designed code generatioa These
parts of reports focus on the checking process, which are required to ensure that software,
meet the specification and the user requirement. Normally, verification and validation is the
generic name given to checking process which ensure that software conforms to its
specification and validation involves scrutiny that the program implemented meets the
users needs. It isdifficult tomanage the testing ofa large system, considering thenumerous

test cases, problems report andfixed.

The planning activities let to do the strategic thinking on what types oftests should be
executed within time constraints and budget. The mistake most testers is fail to plan test

scheduled upfront. They fail to relocate time to test the product and product regression

testing. Often, even if the entire project schedule slips, the due date Still remains

unchanged. Since the test phase is the last step before the product are use, the time

allocated for testing isusually reduced; thus the effect ofthis action will reduce the quality

of the software. Apart from that, through test plan, the advantage is what we are able to get

feedback from related users and it aids us for future enhancement.

All major releases must have a test plan. The following steps will give some guidance

during the testing process:

• Depending on the features ofthe systems, determine the tests need to perform

• After identifying the types of tests needed to test the system, plan how each of

these tests will be performed

• When the contents of the test plan are finalized, conduct a review for

completeness ofthe test plan.

• Follow the test plan to ensure that everyone on the test team uses the process

outlined in the test plan.
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The focus here is to design tests that systematically uncover different classes oferrors

arid to do so with a minimum oftime and effort. We can assume that through testing, it

demonstrates how software functions according to specification of behavioral and

performance. So we can know that the requirements have been met. Nevertheless, data
collected as testing is conducted provide a good indication ofsoftware reliability and some

indicationof software qualityas a whole.

5.2.1 Testing Process

f

Unit Testing

i *—.

Module Testing

A k.

Tr

f
Sub-system

Testing

System Testing

A h.

f^

r

Acceptance
Testing

Figure 22 : Testing Process

• Stage 1;Unit testing

Separate individual component of system are tested to ensure that they are operate

correctly. Each component istested independently, without other system components.
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• Stage2: Module Testing

A module encapsulates related to system components so that can be tested without

other system modules.

• Stage3: Sub-system Testing

This phase involves testing collection of different functions of the systems, that had

been integrated to the main function.

• Stage 4: System Testing

This testing procedure is concernedwith finding errors, which result from unexpected

situation.

• Stage 5: Acceptance Testing

The final stage of testing process is testing with some other data obtained rather than

the sample data.

5.2.2 Testing Result

Testing can serve as metrics. It is heavily used as a tool in the Validation and

Verification process. Testers can make claims based on interpretations of the testing

results, which either the product works under certain situations, or it does not work.

Basically, quality has three sets of factors functionality, engineering, and

adaptability. These three sets of factors can be thought of as dimensions in the

software quality space. Each dimension may be broken down into its component

factors and considerations at successively lower levels of detail. System testing as

Table 14illustrates the most frequently cited qualityconsiderations,
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Functionality

(exterior quality)

Correctness

Reliability

Usability

Integrity

Engineering

(interior quality)

Efficiency

Testability

Documentation

Structure

Table 14 :Testing Software Quality Factors

Adaptability

(future quality)

Flexibility

Reusability

Maintainability

Tasting Result of Softwat* Quality

-40%»

• Functi©ttality(Exterfw Quality)

H Eagilieei1ng(mterior quality)
M Adaptability {future quality)

Figure 23 : Testing Result

•10%i

•60%i

Testing ispotentially endless. We cannot test till all the defects are unearthed and removed it

is simply impossible. Realistically, testing is a trade-off between budget, time and quality.
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From the result, itshows that the system functionality almost fulfill the user requirement in

term ofcorrectness, usability, reliability and integrity. This will usually require the use of

reliability models to evaluate and predict reliability ofthe software under test. Besides that,
this system has future quality due to its adaptability for future enhancement and easy to
manage. The system should be implemented as a server side client method and user should
do site management first ifthey want to edit the system correctly, the installation ofphpdev 5
is originally easy and fast and as are already install all the necessary item,they should now be
able to use the system just by copying the GISPROJECT folder into WWW folder and copy
theGIS from database folder into data folder inside mysql folder situated inside phpdev5

folder. Meanwhile, due to lack ofexpertise among tester that majority are students that love

to test the system from the front-end side rather than back-end side. Thus, result for interior
quality quite lower because ofthat factor. Each evaluation requires repeated running ofthe
following cycle, failure data gathering, modeling and prediction. This method does not fit
well for ultra-dependable systems, however, because the real field failure data will take too

long to accumulate. Atestable design is adesign that can be easily validated, falsified and
maintained. Because testing is a rigorous effort and requires significant time and cost, design

for testability isalso animportant design rule for software development.
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CHAPTER 6

USER INTERFACE DESIGN

Computer system design encompasses a spectrum ofactivities from software design

to user interface design. The user interface ofa system is often the benchmark by which that

system is judged. Auser interface, which is difficult to use, normally refer as not user

friendly might result in ahigh level ofuser error. At worst, itwill cause the system to be

discarded, irrespective of its functionality.

Graphic user interface (GUI) should be quite similar to most ofthe personal computer

users. Our system isdesign based on GUI because ofcertain reasons as below:

• GUI is easy for user to learn and use. Beginners can easily learn to use the system due to

its simplicity and user friendliness.

# Fast, fill screen interaction ispossible with immediate access toanywhere onthe screen.
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6.1 SCREEN DESIGN

6.1.1 Main Screen

ahllp://lordH)osl/C.iSPROJi.CT/-Mii:rosofl internet [*pinrer

£te |dt."S»» Fswrtw lock. Hofe

I Back \H 'H'^ljPWRfr'^?^-

19

Instruction to t3se the system:
1, F>l«aae Make £ura Your browser is Configured to Accept'Coofcldt1.
2- Pfe*H onatle JwaStrfpt for your Browser
Other*!** You Wouldn't b* Able to UJ* th* Syrt#mh

®-&: \-yj

V.! M fib ' iinia * Morton AnbW'ja

T«j ISA Msf.MfM Dl sn rm

iuxafttrawt

1) Here is the main screen for the system. The system would go to log in page if you

click on rollover picture in the middle ofthe screen.
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6.1.2 Login Page

Web-based <31S for Integrated Wireless LANs for
Telemedicine is mainly and specially focus on blind and
visually Impaired person only. The blind who want to
visit the nearest health care unit from their place can
use mis system like never before.

For the web-based GIS, we are focusing only in Malacca
and ufa will list all possible government hospital,
government dinks, private hospitals and private dlnles
all around Malacca.

Instruction to Use the system!
1, Please Make Sure Your Browser is Configured to Accept'Cookies'.
2. Please enable JavaScript for your Browser
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

Please enter your Usemame and Password.

User

Passwwd

.Submit

2) Here is the log in page that authenticate user according to their usemame and

password used.
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6.1.3 Error Pop-up

**"• •

" ' ' f'"'

CT

Piease enter your Usemame and PacsVwni.

User

Password

Microsoft internet [xptorer

1 i

1 j

j.Submit, j

Web-based «I£ far Integrated WlrelMs ! -
Telemadidne 12mainly and specially foa -'
visually Impaired person only. The blind •
visit the n.arast health care unit from th
use this system like trauer before.

For the w«b-bated GTS, He wa forming '
and we willlift aft possible government Hospital,
oouammant clinics, priuate hospitals and private dinics
all around Malaga.

Instruction bo Use the system:
1. Please Wake Sure Vour Browser Is Configured to Accept 'Cooties',
2, Please enable JavaScript for your Brovsef

N Otherwlsa You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

o-

!*

i3"

Wei 30ftIWr^WB10;23 jn

3) Here shown that the log in page need a valid user name and password as registered and

provide from system administrator, thus if is not bekey incorrectly a pop-up message

would appeared toshow that you need to assign following value orinput before gointo

the system.
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6.1.4 Assigning Log input

5 h»n://localhast/GISPROJrc;T/Fron!Page/AdminPaee.php - Microsoft Internet f.xptorer

0e • gfft yew . F&Mjrites. Tools &fo •:....-.

Addi-ess ^ hftp;^ahost^ISPROJECT^roritPag^AiiratPage.php

«,

Web-based QIS for Integrated Wireless LANsfor
Telemedicine is mainly and specially focus on blind and
visually Impaired person only, The blind who want to
wlsft the nearest health care unit from their place can
use this system like newer before,

For the web-based GIS, we are focusing only in Malacca
and we -.ill list all possible government hospital,
government clinics, private hospitals and private clinics
all around Malacca.

Done-

•^Ili^/U-
'gO®3 >jnfei.*'- <%]-

Please enter your Usemame and Password,

User !admin

Password

Submit

'.Local intranet"

4) Next, showed the correct way toenter user name and password for accessing the main

function page ofthe system.
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6.1.5 System Main Page

'! http://tocalhost/GISPROJI:CT/FroritPage/MainPage.php - Microsoft Internet Explorer

Se fflt "-!*».•. favorites Ipbfe :.m>

'***-;@: 3 ;©•"©;: jP*** k*™^'"0;
Addtt- v ^r^^/tocalhort/GISPROICT/Frontf,age^c*iPage,php

iSiS

n

Please dick your Option belowi

^^Sfafffiifo*

•'"i&ssisnffltt

Instruction to Use the system!
1, Please Make Sure Your Browser is Configured to Accept 'Cookies*,
2. Please enable JavaScript for your Browser
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System,

'^

^B^-.^.T/fe-

E-Medic System
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f^J

OX
[local Intranet

5) This is the system main page. It consists of few buttons thatimplemented as animated

click button. These ftmction page are stated as general, map info, medical info, base

station info, query, update, reference and log out.
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6.1.6 The General Page

•IS http://localhost/'GISPROJrCTirGenerril/General.php - Microsoft Internet Explorer

0e &ft )Sew-.

^Back"* ""£'3

Favorites Ipob fcteb

\Stfi' ''). Search -^Favorite'

Address ffl hHp://loca»iost^SISPR03Ea/Generaf/Qeneraf,php

) o

Please dick vour Option belowi

General:

E- Medic System

The system consists of graphical representation of informative amd knowledge about medical center
allocated around Malacca that cohered almost major area around the state. Onthe other hand, the system
concludes some ofthe basic point orbase station formobile interaction among wireless connection through
out three different coverage areas. There also some useful query for finding the best route and few other
queries in term ofmedical information and allocation ofplaces regard to map that illustrated by the web
administrator.

Instruction to Use the system i
i, Please Make Sure Your Browser is Configured to Aorapt 'Cookies*.
2, Please enable JavaScript for your Browser
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

Applying the GIS Concept In Creating Info Kiosk : Medical Centre

) -J-X—1

LMdtotrorast

6)The general page works asinformation site that mostly tells about either objectives or

scope of the system just as an introduction page.
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6.1.7 Map Info Page

3 hltp://loca!ho5!/GISPROJtTT/Maplnfo/MainMap.|>hp - Microsoft internet i'xplorer

gle- |* • "Hew -Fswrtes • Jo* • &p

CCE2

\

pleaa* dick yourOptfim b«lo«i

Main Maplnfo:

Irrb&uction to Use the systam:
1. Pte«E* M*ks Sure Your firownr is Configured to Accept "Ciwltta*'.
2. Ptaata afiabla JavaScript for your Brotfier
Othnrwm Vou Wouldn't be Able to Uu the Ssrtem.

Jttaoe

0^ »V-«

UaEiBSBm

*#WC(Jir*Mn«tf.

7) Here is the map info page that tells about few working layers to describe and digitize

map with attribute and some particular data. There are original, layer, attribute and

coverage map. When user click on the text 'Original Map' the screen as below will

appear.
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6.1.8 Original Map

3 )mp:«tocalftDSi/GISPrlOJfCr/M<ii)lnfti/PopUp1 .php - Microsoft Internet f'xplorer

Ple.se click your Option below

Original Map:

triibricfian to Ufa ttie system:
1. Please Hake Sure Your Brouie'r is Configured to Accept 'CooJoas',
2, Please arable JavaScript for yourBroKiar
Othervlse Too Wouldn't be Able to the the System.

•'(HS'
£!£•*«•. 'iiiife:;

*jtiKdHrorast

8)Here is the original mapthat wegathered datasuch as road name, location name and

others to help locate the medicalcenter real destination or route.
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6.1.9 Layer Map

*3 hilpifflocalhostftilSPHOjr.CT/MaplnfoAayerMap.php - Microsoft internet Explorer

@*""Wbw • Fgwmtm Tools'-.tj6(p

**•'•• Q."-:;fi!-,:@l"^Ji >SW*/-••'. 'w'Pawirtw

Address ;jg] httpi//taiaIiO^GISPROJECr/Mj|()irfo/tayBfM^).php

PI* as* dick your Option balo*

Layer Map:

Instruction to Use the system:
1. Please Hake Sure Your Bronser ii Configured to Accept 'Cookies'.
1. Pleaia enable JavaScript for your Browtar
Otherwise You Wouldn't be AW* to lie* the System.

M

'-jjl'.a- 'f-^

.*.! 0 Co •t-ircfe

nrasm.na.

;..t ;j^l^Wnwt

9) Hereare somecollections of phase by phase to implement-layered map. User canview

the map from the basis till the complete once.
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6.2.1 Attribute Map

"5 littp;/taa!hn5t/aSPUQJrtT/Map!nfomtribtJlaM<ip.php - Microsoft Internetrxphror

• * Bft • Vkw .Fmorftec Jo*'-'--***

,6a*. :s ^'©i^^^^^'^rp-^
"Address

Please dick your Option below

Attribute Map;

Instruction to Use the system;
1. Pie its Make Sure Youf Browser if Configured to Accept'Cooklef'.
2. Please enable JavaSOfot for your Browser
Otherwii• Von Wouldn't be Able to Use *H. System,

"»•

10) Attribute mapconsist of pop-up buildknowledge for medical allocation. When user

click on the text the screen as below will appear.
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3 httn.Hiocai)ioil«jiSrJROJtCT/Mapl[!fo/(luefy*ndp;MCAttril)utc.ptip - Microsoft Internel Explorer

gto |dt Wow FayeMss Tods Hsfe

O** *f.j 31~) •& >ls«* #*-** 5?_j?v i s -'j •»•
.iddrp -[i|]hHptf/lDC*Qit/61SFROKCT/ri<oi^^ v-lgfil Lull's

11) Here show map that have been placed with medical allocation and attribute database

driven to allocate nearest medical center around Malacca that cover three base

station(Alor Gajah, Jasin andMelaka Tengah). Usercan clickonthe hotspot which is

label 'H' inside the map.
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12) Here shown thepop-up script that occurs when you click onone of thelabel or icon

"H"inside themap. The details anddata ofparticular medical center would beshown and

if you click to row of route display onthepop-up you would getsome useful info from

different port ofdestination.
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6.2.2 Coverage Map
'3 htlp^/lrjcalhost/GISPriCIJECT/Maplrifo/ToveraceMap.php Microsoft Internet Explorer

gks.- g* "Vlaw. Fgrarttej Jo*

i^'SPS H"^ .'SaoTtft Sty Favorites

Ajjdreii i|g ht^://loco«mjc/QSP!WJECT^1(«^o/CrAwag^^.pN>

:P4^V
Hlee«e dft* your Option belbwjt

Coverage Map:

Instruction to Usa the systemr
1, Please Make Sure four Brounr Is Configured to Accept "CoedHS",
2. Pleesa anablH3snMScriptfbr your Browser
Other»ise You Wouldn^t be Able to U;e the System,

Ul
,1 r'

r-5

mssm

;^: Ba®. 'lws

13)This is where the coverage map would be placed andit would describe the coverage

of researched base station located around Malacca. Use can view each base station by

click on the text.
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6.2.3 Medical Info

'3 tillp://lor.atliDStffilSi)ROJrCl/ME(lir;rtlliiro/Me(lic.illnfo.php - Microsofl internet Explorer
Rte- £* .$ew Fjjmrtes- look

^

*** *';.0.!- 13 #*& i'pswr* -t^^flte !* M-

Medical Info;

InstrucHon to Use the system:
1. Please Make Sure Your Browser Is Configured to Accept "CooWee'.
2. Please enable JteiaScript for your Browser
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

TJXT

u

j

mmTwax

i Locdhtnfet'

14)Here is the part where the system couldgivean appropriate knowledge of chosen

medicalcenter that provides best and most preferable by any patient surveyedaround

Malacca.
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3 htlp:/i-|QcalliGEl/CilSPROJ[CT/Mertical!rifa/Wahk<jlar^C.j)tip - Microsoft internef fxpiurer

@e> £«ft S»w. Ffivbritos T** Help":

OBad-'.;:C-•"'"0 ® iS& ^^ »»*--"-!-j^i"«vw*« i,vr

Mahkota Medical Center:

*

MAHKOTA

|||iji

|e»,..!:LintiS:-.':*

Mahkota Medical Centre Melaka is a private medical centre EtrategJcaHy located within tiie major business district andtourist areaof Melaka. It
overlooksthe StraitsofMelaka andis alsowithin easyreach ofaiany townsinthe aunounding states.

MahkotaMedical Centre Melaka was launched in September 1994 with the principal objective being to provide an accessible, affordable and
acceptable tertiaryhealth care for the people.

Makaota Medical Centre provides a one stop comprehensive patient care semee supported bydiagnostic radiology andt&mcal laboratory facilities.
The Centre has two 11-storey biddings wifh 288beds in operation including a 9 bedIntensive Care Unit, a 4 bedCoronary Care Unit, a 5 bed
Cardiac ICIX and 12Operating Theatres. There arecurrenfly 32full-Time Consultants, 21Part-Time and Visitmg Consultants.

Patients enjoy theprivacy andcomfort provided these modem facilities conducted by expert managerial andquaffied medical staffcommitted to the
care and wellbeiig of patients.

The Emergency / Walk. In Clinic provides 24-hour service tothepublic, 7 days aweek including pubHc holidays and issupported bytwo ambulances.
The servicealsofacilitates firsfr-tirae emergency treatmentto patientsas soonas theyarrive.

Mahkota Medkal Centre is active^ invoked in "Health Tourism" which js strongly supported byfite Malaysian government A large number offoreign
patients fromneighbouring countries (Brunei andIndonesia) come to MahkotaMedicalCentre fortovestigation3 andtreatment.

15)Here is the example when youclick one of the four icons on medical info page.
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6.2.4 Query Page

3 htlii://loi:ailiBStrciSPf!iJJtCT/Qut;ry;M<iinqiJQry.|ihp- Microsoft Inlernel t.xplarer

Pluata dick your Option bokiv:

Query Option:

instfUCHon to Uso tho ivst.mi
1. Please Make Sura Your BrOMserI: Configured to Accept 'Cookies'.
2. Please enable 3a»aStj*pt for your Biowcer
Oth.r*i*. You Wouldn't be Able to Hi. the System.

/7J, ' T\ 7-

16)Here is the query page for viewingall table information.

*i! Please didi vcur flptfcm bito*,
L,
{ Medical Details i

i Instruction to Uto tht E7*t.m|
1 1. Pleat* Make Sura Your Bro»s«r St Conflowed to Accapt'taakta^.

OtSonrfsa You Wouldn't b. Abl. to Use th« System,

Example ofMedical Centre query

rJncB Wintlmi
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6.2.5 Update Page

•
a"M™"™E

•&b 6* .-WW . F»Wt(is Bws tjdp ;

i^r

ror^
Plaasc dick your Option bebvc

Update Option:

Instruction to Use th« syrtemi
1. Please Make Sure Your Browser Is Configured to Accept 'Cooldflrs*.
2, PUasa ariflblfi JavaScript tar vour&rcwitr
Oth«wjjB You Wouldn't be Able tcJ U» 1*1h Syrian*.

am

w; ease Lihfe'- •

mmmmmmmm

^ 15li
u at; ^o

i ^Jufcalinctanet

17) Here is the update main page that consists of two options that is inserting and editing

function.

Plaas* click your option bo low:

Update Respond :

[HospitalBeaar Melaka

| Jalan HaspitaL7S400,Melaka

JOB 28Z2344

i _ End Respond

Instruction to Us* the system:
1. Please Make Sure Your Browser Is Configured to Accept 'Cookies*.
2. P1a«s* erl*bl* JavaScript for vour Bro«ii«r
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

Example of updating Medical Centre
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6.2.6 Base Station

3 hllp://locathosl/GISPROJr--CTfflaseSlalion/BaseStalionMain.php Microsoft inlernef Fxpiorer

. gfe-• @»-.-•.jaw* Favontec Toofe {*$.

'Mlrerejjjjhttai^aftMtjtgSPRc^^

"v.

Ploaie rflck your Option balow:

Base Station :

18) Knowledge about base station.

• • {/pa* *••$&
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a hlip.//lrjc;alhnsf/GiSl1ROJfXl/Hase51a(ion/rSasGS!ftlinr!Main.prip • Microsoft Inlernei fxplrirer

0a grit 3»" Fa™**1 look- tJefp",

iV'SSa' ;Lir.fc

^LoHifWrwet

19) Ending page ofbase station.
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6.2.7 Log out

*S httpiif/localhost/GISPROJfCT/rrontPafie/MainPage.php - Microsoft Internet Exptorer

.gjte. Bft - gew Fsforites .-Busk••••$&> .

Address j|| hH^fltadhost/QSPftOE^^ _ _

fxt.
"p

Please dick your Option below;

'" KefereHce^^

r:?jf*iGt&.siffiHm

Instruction to Use the system!
1. Please Make Sure Your Browser is Configured to Accept 'Cookies'.
2. Plesse enable JavaScript for your Browssr
Otherwise You Wouldn't be Able to Use the System.

;v: El & . ihh

t- Medic iystem

Applying the GI5 Concept In Creatine Info Kiosk : Medicat Centre

II .-J

( U_
LocafHranet

20) The logout buttonfunctions to log out from the system backto the loginpageas an

easy way to exit the system.
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RECOMMENDATION

The following are the listof recommendation forApplying GIS Concept InCreating Info

Kiosk: Medical Centre:

• Stability Thesystem mustbe stored in a secured and stable web server to provide

continues user connectivity and interoperability

• Maintenance the hard and software components must be checked and service

regularly. Anti-virus software mustbe installed to prevent system breakdown due to

virus attack

• SecurityMeasures must be taken to ensure the systemat high securitylevel. The

management also has to sure that only authorized user is allowed to access and

modify the data by using accessauthorization. All information and specialdata

process must be well protected from intruders.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

The developerintent to improve on every aspect of this system from the interface

appearance, and functionality right down to interactivity of the web site and for enable

the sharing of ideas. Views, comments and opinion from the users, forum and

guestbook section can be introduce.

Finally, for most significant enhancement there would also suggested the

information sharing features by introducing the connection to GIS spatial data provider

around the globe. This would blend well with the GIS concept information sharing

without boundary.

Furthermore, Global Positioning System can be introducing in the case to detect

automatically where the user is situated. By usingthis GPS, the operator that using the

website can automaticallyknow without asking where is the people at that moment.
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CONCLUSION

As far as concern, there is nobody has established and develops the system in Malaysia.

Beside in the worldonly a small groupof countryhas tried to developand established it

usingdifferentway and methodbut it still under researchlevels. Efficient and effective

approaches are used in the process ofdeveloping this project to make sure that the

Applying GIS Concept in Creating Info Kiosk : Medical Centre is success.

The systemconsistsofweb-based GIS applicationservices providebetter and easy to use

map allocating site for medical center. Besides that the system help to display the

possible assumption in term ofthe nearest health care center to the allocated request user.

As a result this systemwill help a lot of peopleto have almostthe better and faster gained

information as geography matter solution.
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